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Abstract. Low-latency masked hardware implementations are known to be a difficult
challenge. On the one hand, the propagation of glitches can falsify their independence
assumption (that is required for security) and can only be stopped by registers. This
implies that glitch-robust masked AND gates (maintaining a constant number of
shares) require at least one cycle. On the other hand, Knichel and Moradi’s only
known single-cycle multiplication gadget that ensures (composable) security against
glitches for any number of shares requires additional care to maintain security against
transition-based leakages. For example, it cannot be integrated in a single-cycle round-
based architecture which is a natural choice for low-latency implementations. In this
paper, we therefore describe the first single-cycle masked multiplication gadget that is
trivially composable and provides security against transitions and glitches, and prove
its security in the robust probing model. We then analyze the interest of this new
gadget for the secure implementation of the future lightweight cryptography standard
Ascon, which has good potential for low-latency. We show that it directly leads
to improvements for uniformly protected implementations (where all computations
are masked). We also show that it is can be handy for integration in so-called
leveled implementations (where only the key derivation and the tag generation are
masked, which provides integrity with leakage in encryption and decryption and
confidentiality with leakage in encryption only). Most importantly, we show that
it is very attractive for implementations that we denote as multi-target, which can
alternate between uniformly protected and leveled implementations, without latency
overheads and at limited cost. We complete these findings by evaluating different
protected implementations of Ascon, clarifying its hardware design space.
Keywords: Lightweight Authenticated Encryption · Masking · Probing Security ·
Glitches · Transitions · Leakage-Resistance · Leveled Implementations

1 Introduction
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recently selected Ascon as
a new standard for lightweight cryptography [DEMS21].1 Ascon is aimed at efficient
and low-cost implementations, but is also anticipated to be easier to protect against
side-channel analysis than authenticated encryption based on the AES Rijndael, thanks
to two relevant features. First, its 5-bit S-box has a simple bit-level representation
that only takes five AND gates with an AND-depth of one, which is especially suitable
for masking [BMD+20]. As a result, efficient masked implementations have been the
focus of a sequence of works, exploiting either Threshold Implementations (TIs) with low
security order [GWDE15, GWDE17, KBG+23] or generic solutions with arbitrary security
order [GM17, GIB18, VCS22]. Second, its mode of operation enables so-called leveled
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implementations, where different parts of the implementations have different security
requirements and can therefore be protected with different (more or less expensive)
countermeasures [GPPS20, BBC+20, VCS22]. More precisely, this second sequence of
works shows that a leveled implementation of Ascon can reach the highest possible integrity
with leakage, coined Ciphertext Intergrity with Misuse and Leakage in encryption and
decryption (CIML2), and confidentiality against Chosen Ciphertext Attacks with misuse-
resilience in case Leakage can only be observed in encryption (CCAmL1). Concretely,
such an implementation combines a masked implementation of the Ascon permutation
for key derivation and tag generation, and an unprotected (parallel) one for the message
processing. By contrast, if confidentiality with leakage in decryption is needed, the only
solution is to step back to a (more expensive) uniformly protected implementation.

These good features of Ascon, and especially its low AND-depth, are naturally appealing
for low-latency implementations. Yet, it is well-known that hardware implementations
of cryptographic algorithms combining low latency and side-channel security are difficult
to design. This is because such implementations have to resist against physical defaults
like glitches [MPG05, MPO05], and established methodologies to prevent the propagation
of glitches require register stages [NRS11, FGP+18]. Briefly summarized, most of the
known gadgets that provide higher-order composable security require two cycles per AND
gate [CGLS21]; first attempts to design low-latency gadgets were limited to low number
of shares [ABP+17, MMM21, KSM22, BDMS22]; and the generalizations to arbitrary
numbers of shares proposed in [GIB18] and [ZSS+21] were shown to suffer from security
flaws [MMSS19] or to leak at reduced security orders when transition-based leakages can
be observed [MM22], respectively. As a result, and to the best of our knowledge, the only
published masked gadgets combining resistance against glitches and low latency are the low-
latency Hardware Private Circuits (HPC3) of Knichel and Moradi [KM22]. Formally, these
gadgets are Probe-Isolating Non-Interferent (PINI) [CS20] in the glitch-robust probing
model [FGP+18]. It was shown in [CS21] that they ensure composable security against
transitions and glitches as long as transitions only occur between parallel evaluations of
a gadget. This concretely means that in round-based implementations, there must be
a bubble in the pipeline between the execution of consecutive rounds. Unfortunately,
when aiming for a low-latency implementation of Ascon with a single-cycle round-based
architecture, this condition prevents from using PINI gadgets such as HPC3.2

Based on this state-of-the-art, our contributions are twofold.

On the one hand, we design and prove the first low-latency masked hardware gadgets
that offer unconditional composable security against transitions and glitches, which we de-
note as HPC4. Formally, these gadgets ensure the Output-Probe-Isolating Non-Interference
(O-PINI) security notion [CS21], which guarantees that they can be trivially composed,
even in the case of single-cycle per round implementations. The only known O-PINI
gadgets have a latency of (at least) two cycles [CS21, KM22]. The HPC4 gadgets have a
latency of a single cycle. We argue that they are directly useful for uniformly protected
implementations of Ascon with CCAmL2 security, since they halve their latency.

On the other hand, we investigate the interest of such low-latency gadgets at a higher
architectural level. So far, the literature has shown that compared to uniformly protected
implementations, leveled implementations of Ascon can bring significant performance (e.g.,
latency, energy) gains at limited area cost if only CIML2 and CCAmL1 security have to be
guaranteed [VCS22]. But if one additionally requires CCAmL2 security (i.e., confidentiality
with leakage in decryption), Ascon implementations must be protected uniformly.

This naturally leads to the question whether a single implementation could provide both
at limited cost, thanks to resource sharing. We show that such multi-target designs can

2 By this, we mean an architecture that performs a single round of the Ascon permutation per cycle.
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highly benefit from HPC4 gadgets, which can come in two flavors. In a fully shared design,
the same (masked) Ascon permutation is re-used for both CCAmL1- and CCAmL2-secure
implementations of the mode, and the masking’s randomness generation is frozen during
the message processing in case only CCAmL1 is required. In a partially shared design, we
still add an unprotected parallel (possibly unrolled) permutation to the architecture for
the CCAmL1 part. These investigations lead us to simplify the design space of masked
hardware implementations of Ascon providing composable security against both transitions
and glitches for arbitrary number of shares, as depicted in Figure 1.

security target(s) security requirements resource sharing prefered gadgets

CIML2 + CCAmL2
(single-target) uniform X HPC2 for cost

HPC4 for latency

CIML2 + CCAmL1
(single-target) leveled X

HPC2 for long messages
(HPC3 intermediate sizes)
HPC4 for short messages

CIML2 + CCAmL1
or CIML2 + CCAmL2

(multi-target)
uniform or leveled full HPC4

latency

fixed

flexible
(with unrolling)

fixed

CIML2 + CCAmL1
or CIML2 + CCAmL2

(multi-target)
uniform or leveled partial HPC2 for cost

HPC4 for latency
flexible

(with unrolling)

Figure 1: Masked hardware implementations of Ascon: design space of architectures with
composable security against transitions & glitches for arbitrary number of shares.

In summary, if targeting CIML2 and CCAmL2 security with a uniformly protected
implementation, the HPC2 gadgets are preferable for cost and HPC4 ones are preferable
for latency. If targeting CIML2 and CCAmL1 security with a leveled implementation, the
HPC2 gadgets are preferable for long messages (i.e., when the latency of Ascon’s masked
key derivation and tag generation is amortized) and the HPC4 gadgets are preferable
for short messages (i.e., when such an amortization does not take place). These leveled
implementations offer a flexible latency, because their message processing is performed by
an unprotected parallel implementations of the Ascon permutation, for which it is possible
to adapt the level of unrolling. Eventually, in case a multi-target design (that can either
guarantee CIML2+CCAmL1 or CIML2+CCAmL2) is desired, the HPC4 gadget is the best
solution. This is because its low latency makes it the best option for resource sharing. In
the fully shared case, the key derivation, tag generation and message processing can then
be performed using the same masked architecture, with limited latency penalty (i.e., one
cycle per round, only loosing the flexibility that the single-target leveled implementation
enables thanks to unrolling) and energy gains for the CIML2+CCAmL1 mode, for which
the masking’s randomness generation can be frozen during the message processing part. In
the partially shared version, flexible latency is restored by using an additional unprotected
parallel (possibly unrolled) implementation of the Ascon permutation and the choice of
gadgets follows the same tradeoff as in the single-target uniformly protected case.

We further observe that the HPC3 gadgets in [KM22] provide a combination between
local low-latency features and a need to be integrated in an implementation with more than
one cycle per round (with a pipeline bubble) to maintain their security guarantees. As such,
they stand between the single-cycle HPC4-based implementations and the area/randomness-
efficient (but slower) HPC2-based ones. They are therefore most relevant when the masked
permutation does not have to achieve very low latency, but should not have a too high
latency either. This may for example happen in the case where a single-target leveled
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implementation is used for encrypting messages of intermediate length. Given the relatively
narrow nature of this sweet spot, we leave it as a scope for further investigations. We also
note that the table excludes optimizations that specifically target low number of shares (in
which case performance improvements are possible – see the aforementioned references).

We finally mention the related works [SBHM20, NGPM22, SBB+23, SBB+22] which
propose alternative methodologies for low-latency masked implementation by leveraging
different technologies (e.g., asynchronous or and/or dual-rail logic syles) and stronger
physical assumptions, recently discussed (and in part falsified) in [LMM23]. As such,
they are hardly comparable with the standard CMOS-based solutions we propose. We
additionally discuss other possible applications of HPC4 gadgets in Section 7.

2 Background
This section adopts a top-down approach by showcasing how modes of operation can con-
tribute to side-channel security and describing masking as a primitive-level countermeasure.
We use this structure in order to provide a global picture on the security requirements
that cryptographic designs put on implementers, and on how to ensure these requirements
in practice, while also motivating the design of low-latency masked gagdets.

2.1 Mode-level security against leakage
Authenticated Encryption (AE) aims at ensuring both message integrity and confidentiality.
This can be formalized both with an “all-in-one” definition as proposed by Rogaway and
Shrimpton [RS06] or with the composite definitional framework of Guo et al. [GPPS19].
We use the second option which allows leveraging the fact that integrity with leakage and
confidentiality with leakage impose quite different security requirements, which is the basis
of leveled implementations [BBC+20]. It relies on the following notions:

Definition 1 (Ciphertext Integrity with Leakage (informal)). In the Ciphertext Integrity
with Leakage (CIL) security game, the adversary can perform a number of queries to
encryption and decryption oracles enhanced with leakage functions, that capture the
implementation of an AE scheme. Her goal is to produce a valid fresh ciphertext. The
implementation is secure if the adversary can only succeed with negligible probability.

Definition 2 (Confidentiality with leakage (informal)). In the Chosen Ciphertext Attack
with Leakage (CCAL) security game, the adversary can perform a number of queries
to encryption and decryption oracles enhanced with leakage functions, that capture the
implementation of an AE scheme. During a so-called “challenge query”, she picks up two
fresh messages X0 and X1 and receives a ciphertext Yb encrypting Xb for b ∈ 0, 1, with
the corresponding leakage. Her goal is to guess the bit b. The implementation is secure if
the adversary can only succeed with negligible advantage over a random guess.

These two games can be played in different variants, corresponding to more or less
powerful adversaries. A first axis of variants specifies whether leakage can be observed
in encryption only (which is reflected by a “1” in the notations) or in encryption and
decryption (which is reflected by a “2” in the notations). For example, CIL1 and CCAL1
stand for integrity and confidentiality with leakage in encryption only, CIL2 and CCAL2
stand for their counterpart with additional leakage in decryption. Another axis of variants
specifies whether the implementation is assumed to be nonce-respecting or if some kind of
nonce control is allowed. We consider the possibility of nonce misuse-resistance [RS06]
(which is reflected by a capital M in the notations) when targeting integrity with leakage,
and the possibility of nonce misuse-resilience [ADL17] (which is reflected by a small m in
the notations) when targeting confidentiality with leakage. In the first case, the nonce
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can be misused even in the challenge query. In the second case, misuse is excluded for
the challenge query, which aims to ensure that although confidentiality may be lost when
the nonce is under adversarial control, it is restored as soon as fresh nonces are used.
For example, CIML1 and CIML2 stand for integrity with misuse-resistance and leakage,
CCAmL1 and CCAmL2 stand for confidentiality with misuse-resilience and leakage.3

Thanks to this definitional framework, it is possible to analyze the security of a mode
of operation with leakage under different physical assumptions for its different parts, in
turn leading to leveled implementations. Ascon’s leveling opportunities have been formally
investigated in [GPPS20] and are summarized in Figure 2. Informally, CIML2 security only
requires to protect the key derivation and tag generation against Differential Power Analysis
(DPA), leaving the message processing part unprotected; CCAmL1 security additionally
requires that the message processing part is protected against Simple Power Analysis
(SPA); CCAmL2 security finally requires a uniform protection against DPA. By DPA
(resp., SPA), we mean side-channel attacks where the adversary can observe the encryption
of many plaintexts (resp., a few plaintexts) with the same key. We can already observe that
taking advantage of Ascon’s leveling opportunities requires knowing the security target
(e.g., for confidentiality) in advance. This raises the question whether an implementation
with a security target selected at execution time can be built more efficiently than with
the naive solution where multiple designs are just implemented independently.

2.2 Masking as primitive-level countermeasure
Figure 2 shows the different security targets that can be ensured by Ascon, with the security
requirements they imply for the implementation of its permutation. In our hardware
implementation context, security against SPA can be obtained quite efficiently, by just
using an architecture with a sufficient level of parallelism [USS+20, BMPS21]. As a result,
the main challenge to implement Ascon securely lies in the permutations that must resist
against DPA. For this purpose, the standard approach in the literature is to rely on
masking [CJRR99]. We next provide the background necessary to introduce our new
low-latency gadgets that provide composable security against transitions and glitches.

From now on, we denote a random variable by lowercase letter : x ∈ F2 denotes a
binary random variable. In the particular case of masking we will denote by xi the i-th
share of the x variable such that

⊕
∀i xi = x, i ∈ {0, . . . , d−1} where d denotes the number

of shares. Besides, drawing a value uniformly at random from a set is denoted as x $←− S.

2.2.1 Circuit definition

The circuit model we use comes from [CS21]. We keep its formalism but restrain some
of the notions to fit our needs that are limited to a single-cycle pipelined gadgets. This
model first designates physical circuits as sets of gates and wires:

Definition 3 (Structural gate). A structural gate is a tuple (I, P, f, lat), where

• I is the set of inputs of the gate,

• P is the set of parameters and the union of public and private parameters PP , PS ,

• f : (I → Fq)× (P → S)→ Fq (where S is any set) is the evaluation function,

• lat : I → N is the latency of the inputs (i.e., one if the input is required one clock
cycle before the output is produced, zero if it is required at the same cycle).

3 As discussed in [GPPS19], this restriction is needed because confidentiality with leakage and nonce
misuse-resistance can only be obtained with unrealistic (leak-free) requirements for the implementers.
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(a) CIML2-secure implementation.
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(b) CCAmL1-secure implementation.
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(c) CCAmL2-secure implementation.

Figure 2: Leveled implementation of Ascon for different security targets. The blue blocks
have to be protected against DPA, the green ones have to be protected against SPA and
the white ones do not require protection against side-channel leakage.

Definition 4 (Structural wire). A structural wire is a pair (g, (g′, i)) which connects a
(source) gate g to the input i of a (destination) gate g′, denoted as (g′, i).
Merging these two notions, one can define structural circuits :
Definition 5 (Structural circuit). A structural circuit is a directed graph whose nodes
are structural gates and whose edges are structural wires. A wire connects its source to its
destination. In a structural circuit, there must be no combinational loop (i.e., there must
be no cycle for which all the wires have a destination with latency 0).
We then need to define the execution of a structural circuit:
Definition 6 (Circuit execution). The execution of a structural circuit C = (G,W ) for the
set of cycles T = {t0, . . . , tL−1} is a directed graph whose set of nodes is G× T (the gates)
and whose set of edges isW ×T (the wires). Wires connect gates according to their latency:
let w = (g, (g′, i)) be a structural wire and (g′, t) a gate, the wire (w, t) connects its source
(g, t− latg′(i)) to its destination (g′, t), where latg′ is the latency function of the gate g′. If
the source does not exist, then the wire is connected to a fresh “initial state” source gate
(i.e., a no-input gate having as output a public parameter). Each gate may be annotated
with a parametrization function, mapping the set of all (resp., public) parameters of the
underlying structural gate to values, in which case the execution is full (resp., partial).
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Now that objects are formally defined, we next introduce a security notion over them.

2.2.2 Probing model and robust probing model

We will use the following two definitions in our contributions.

Definition 7 (Probing security [ISW03]). A set of probes P in a gadget execution G is a
subset of its gates and input wires. In an evaluation of G with input values x, the values
of the probes are denoted as GP (x). The sensitive values are defined as the sums of the
values on the wires of each input sharing. A gadget execution G is secure against a set of
probes P if GP (x) is independent of the sensitive values when the inputs x are uniformly
distributed. G is t-probing secure if it is secure against any P such that |P | ≤ t.

A more generic model exists that models physical defaults thanks to extended probes:

Definition 8 (Robust probing security [FGP+18]). A probe expansion scheme is a function
that maps a gadget execution to a larger set of extended probes, which are sets of probes
in the gadget execution. The probes in those sets are named expanded probes. A gadget
execution is t-robust probing secure with respect to a probe expansion scheme if it is secure
against all the expanded probes from any set of t extended probes.

In this work, we will be interested in glitch- and transition-extended probes. Informally,
glitch-extended probes turn any probe on combinatorial wire into all its (registered) inputs
(for registered input wires, there is no extension); and transition-extended probes turn
any probe on a register into a pair of values that correspond to consecutive invocations.
When combining both, the set of extended probes is obtained by first computing the
set transition-extended probes and then replacing every expanded probe in a transition-
extended probe with all the expanded probes contained in the glitch-extended probe that
correspond to it. Physically, this models the fact that the propagation of a glitch (e.g., its
timing) depends on both the new and the previous values on the wire.

2.2.3 Circuit composition

Proving the robustness to probing becomes computationally hard when the size of the
circuit to verify and the number of shares increase [BBD+15, BGI+18, BBC+19, KSM20].
A standard approach to enable the more efficient verification of complex circuits is to
require the gadgets to ensure some (stronger) composability properties [BBD+16].
We first introduce the simulatability framework that we will use in our results:

Definition 9 (Simulatability [BBP+16]). A set of probes P in a gadget execution G can
be simulated by a set of input shares I = (i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk) if there exists a randomized
simulator algorithm S such that the distributions GP (x∗,∗) (the values of the probes) and
S(xi1,j1 , . . . , xik,jk

) are equal for any value of the inputs x∗,∗.

Definition 10 (Glitch+Transition robust Simulatability [CS21]). A set of extended probes
P in a gadget execution G can be simulated by a set of input shares I = (i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk)
if there exists a randomized simulator algorithm S such that the distributions GP (x∗,∗)
and S(xi1,j1 , . . . , xik,jk

) are equal for any value of the inputs x∗,∗.

Next, the PINI property is used to capture trivial composition:

Definition 11 (Probe-Isolating Non-Interference [CS20]). Given a gadget execution G,
let I be a set of at most t1 probes on its internal wires and O a set of probes on its output
shares. Let A be the set of the share indexes of the shares in O, and t2 = |A|. Let I and
O be chosen such that t1 + t2 ≤ t. The gadget G is t-PINI iff for all I and O there exists
a set of at most t1 share indexes B such that observations corresponding to I and O can
be simulated using only the shares with indexes A ∪B of each input sharing.
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Algorithm 1 HPC2 AND gadget with d shares.
Require: Sharings x, y
Ensure: Sharing z such that z = x · y.

1: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
2: for j = i+ 1 to d− 1 do
3: rij = rji

$← F2
4: end for
5: end for
6: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
7: for j = 0 to d− 1, j 6= i do
8: uij ← (xi ⊕ 1)⊗ Reg [rij ]
9: vij ← yj ⊕ rij

10: end for
11: end for
12: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
13: zi ← Reg [xi ⊗ Reg [yi]]⊕

⊕d−1
j=0,j 6=i(Reg [uij ]⊕ Reg [xi ⊗ Reg [vij ]])

14: end for

Eventually, the O-PINI property is used to capture trivial composition with glitches and
transitions. It can be viewed as a strengthening of PINI, where the simulator must simulate
the outputs with same share index as the one on which an input share index is probed:

Definition 12 (Output Probe-Isolating Non-Interference [CS21]). Given a gadget execu-
tion G, let I be a set of at most t1 probes on its internal wires and O a set of probes on
its output shares. Let A be the set of the share indexes of the shares in O, and t2 = |A|.
Let I and O be chosen such that t1 + t2 ≤ t. The gadget G is t-O-PINI iff for all I and O
there exists a set of at most t1 share indexes B such that observations corresponding to I,
O and output shares with index in B can be simulated using only the shares with indexes
A ∪B of each input sharing. We say a gadget is O-PINI if it is t-O-PINI for any t.

It has been proven in that such gadgets can be trivially composed:

Theorem 1 (Trivial composition of O-PINI gadgets [CS21]). Let Si be a set of pipeline
t-O-PINI structural gadgets, and let Gi be their executions. If the structural gadget S is a
composition of Si gadgets, then it is t-O-PINI.

2.2.4 Hardware Private Circuits

Hardware Private Circuits are adaptations of Ishai et al.’s seminal private circuits [ISW03],
adapted in order to better cope with physical defaults that are typical from hardware
implementations. This generally comes at the cost of stronger contraints on their latency
(since registers are instrumental to avoid the propagation of glitches) and larger randomness
requirements. We next describe the two main gadgets that will drive our discussions (while
there exists other HPC gadgets, they are not relevant for our use-case).

First, the HPC2 gadget introduced in [CGLS21] is described in Algorithm 1. It achieves
trivial composition against glitches in two clock cycles (with respect to one of its inputs,
and only one cycle with respect to the other one) and requires d (d−1)

2 fresh random bits
per evaluation (with d shares). Since HPC2 is glitch-robust PINI but not glitch-robust
O-PINI, it is not trivially composable in presence of transitions, although a more restricted
form of composition is possible, which may come with added latency [CS21].

Second, the HPC3 multiplication gadget introduced in [KM22] is described in Algo-
rithm 2. It achieves trivial composition against glitches in one clock cycle and requires
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Algorithm 2 HPC3 AND gadget with d shares.
Require: Sharings x, y
Ensure: Sharing z such that z = x · y.

1: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
2: for j = i+ 1 to d− 1 do
3: rij = rji

$← F2

4: r′ij = r′ji
$← F2

5: end for
6: end for
7: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
8: for j = 0 to d− 1, j 6= i do
9: uij ← Reg [yj ⊕ rij ]
10: vij ← Reg

[
(xi ⊕ 1)⊗ rij ⊕ r′ij

]
11: wij ← Reg [xi]⊗ uij ⊕ vij

12: end for
13: end for
14: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
15: zi ← Reg [xi ⊗ yi]⊕

⊕d−1
j=0,j 6=i(wij)

16: end for

d(d − 1) fresh random bits per evaluation. Similarly to HPC2, HPC3 is PINI but not
O-PINI, with the same impact on composability with transition-based leakages.

Let us remark that HPC2 and HPC3 have O-PINI variants (O-PINI1/2 and HPC3+
respectively), which cost one additional clock cycle of latency and d− 1 additional random
bits. Hence, no existing solution allows single-cycle round-based implementations.

3 The HPC4 gadget
In this section, we introduce the new single-cycle HPC4 AND gadget, prove that it is
glitch-robust O-PINI and discuss its performance figures compared to HPC2 and HPC3.

Let us first recall why the HPC2 and HPC3 gadgets are not O-PINI, which will give
some motivation for the design choices of HPC4. For HPC2, and looking at Algorithm 1, a
probe on uij = (xi ⊕ 1)⊗ rijrequires knowledge of xi and rij to be simulated.4 Therefore,
following the O-PINI definition, zi should be simulated which, due to glitches, means that
the value xi ⊗ (yj ⊕ rij) should be simulated. This in turn means that yj ⊕ rij must be
known to the simulator, which, combined with the simulation of rij means that yj must be
known as well. This contradicts the definition of O-PINI: it should be possible to simulate
one probe using only one input share. For HPC3, the issue is similar: if there is a probe in
the computation of vij , then xi, rij and r′ij are observed. Therefore, zi must be simulated.
With glitches, it leads to the same requirement on the simulation of yj ⊕ rij .

From these examples, we can see that the core issue comes from (i) yj being masked by
a single random value, which (ii) appears in a computation with xi, and that (iii) glitches
on the output shares zi leak a lot of information about the intermediate computations in
the gadget. We may try to fix the issue by removing any of these conditions. Eliminating
(iii) is the approach of existing O-PINI gadgets: they essentially refresh the shares zi, but
this has a latency cost. We therefore look at the other solutions: eliminating (ii) appears
difficult while preserving the correctness of the gagdet. By contrast, for (i), we mask yj

4 When discussing the values of wires, registers are irrelevant and therefore omitted for readability.
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using two independent random values, which appear each in a separate computation with
xi. Hence, probing one of these computations does not immediately reveal yj .

For the rest of the design, we take then inspiration from HPC3, leading to computations:

zi = Reg [xi ⊗ yi]⊕⊕
i 6=j

Reg [xi]⊗ Reg
[
yj ⊕ rij ⊕ r′ij

]
⊕ Reg

[
xi ⊗ rij ⊕ r′′ij

]
⊕ Reg

[
xi ⊗ r′ij ⊕ r′′′ij

]
. (1)

Let us note that, compared to HPC3, we remove the NOT gate on xi (which can also
be done for HPC3 without impacting its security [CGM+23]). The values r′′ij and r′′′ij are
sampled uniformly at random from F2 and are symmetric: r′′ij = r′′ji, r′′′ij = r′′′ji , which is
needed to ensure the correctness of the gadget. The values rij and r′ij are also sampled
uniformly at random from F2, but rij and rji are independent, while r′ij = r′ji (these two
values could be independent, but this would lead to a higher randomness usage). The
motivation for having independent rij and rji comes from a probe on uji = yi ⊕ rji ⊕ r′′ji.
Indeed, simulating such a probe requires knowledge of yi, which means that zi, and
therefore Reg

[
yj ⊕ rij ⊕ r′′ij

]
must be simulated. If the random values in uji and uij were

equal, then simulation would require knowledge of yj , and the gadget would not be O-PINI.

3.1 Security proof
HPC4 is described in Algorithm 3, for a finite field Fq. We now prove that it is O-PINI.

Proposition 1. The gadget HPC4 is a pipeline and glitch-robust t-O-PINI for t = d− 1.

Proof. First of all, we trivially observe that HPC4 is a pipeline. Next, we assume without
loss of generality that the extended probes are placed at the input of registers or on output
shares, since the set of wires observed by any other extended probe is always a subset of the
one observed by one of these probes. For the sake of simplicity, we also ignore the presence
of the register Reg [xiyi], which is added only for synchronization, and is not needed
for security. We therefore obtain for any i and for all j 6= i the following probes. The
probe zi yields {xi, yi, xiReg

[
yj + rij + r′ij

]
, xirij +r′′ij , xir

′
ij +r′′′ij }; the probe uij provides

{yj , rij , r
′
ij}; the probe vij reveals {xi, rij , r

′′
ij}; and the probe wij gives {xi, r

′
ij , r

′′′
ij }.

Given a set of extended probes P on intermediates values and probed output shares A,
the set of required additional input shares’ indices B is computed as follows:

1. Initialize X ← ∅.

2. For each probed output zi in A, add i to X.

3. For every pair i < j:

(a) If at least two of vij , wij , uij , vji, wji, uji belong to P , add i and j to X,
(b) Else, if i (resp., j) already belongs to X, and one of the above probes

belongs to P , add j (resp., i) to X,
(c) Else, if uji, vij or wij belongs to P , add i to X,
(d) Else, if uij , vji or wji belongs to P , add j to X.

4. Let B = X \A.

By construction we observe that |B| ≤ |P |.

We now build a simulator that uses the input shares with index in X = A ∪ B to
simulate all the required values. First, we observe that by construction of X, any probe
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vij , wij or uij in P yields the knowledge of the input share needed to compute it, and
can therefore be perfectly simulated by following Algorithm 3. Next, we simulate all the
probes zi for all i ∈ X. For every such zi, since xi and yi are known to the simulator, it
remains to simulate Reg [uij ] for all j 6= i, j 6∈ X (for the other values, this is trivially done
by following Algorithm 3), which we can do with fresh randomness.

Only the last step of simulating Reg [uij ] for i ∈ X, j 6∈ X is not trivially correct. By
construction of X, we know that for such Reg [uij ], at most one of vij , wij and uji is
probed, while uij , vji and wji are not probed. If vij (resp., wij) is probed, then, thanks
to the fresh random r′′′ij (resp., r′′ij), the random r′ij (resp., rij) is independent of all the
observations of the adversary except Reg [uij ], therefore Reg [uij ] appears as a fresh random.
If uji if probed, then rij is not observed except through Reg [uij ].

Algorithm 3 HPC4 AND gadget with d shares.
Require: shares (xi)0≤i≤d−1 and (yi)0≤i≤d−1, such that

∑
i xi = x and

∑
i yi = y.

Ensure: shares (zi)0≤i≤d−1, such that
∑

i zi = xy.
for i = 0 to d− 1 do

for j = i+ 1 to d− 1 do
rij

$←− Fq

rji
$←− Fq

r′ij = r′ji
$←− Fq

r′′ij = −r′′ji
$←− Fq

r′′′ij = −r′′′ji
$←− Fq

end for
end for
for i = 0 to d− 1 do

for j = 0 to d− 1, j 6= i do
uij ← yj + rij + r′ij
vij ← xirij + r′′ij
wij ← xir

′
ij + r′′′ij

end for
end for
for i = 0 to d− 1 do

zi ← Reg [xiyi] +
∑d−1

j=0,j 6=i (Reg [xi] Reg [uij ]− Reg [vij ]− Reg [wij ])
end for

As a sanity check, and to avoid mistakes in our verilog implementation of HPC4, we
ran SILVER [KSM20] on it, for d = 2, 3 (it did not complete quickly for higher number of
shares). This ensured that our implementation of the gadget is PINI. Unfortunately, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no public verification tool for O-PINI.

3.2 Comparison of HPC multiplication gadgets
We conclude this section on the HPC4 gadget with a high-level evaluation of its performance
figures. We also compare it with natural competitors, namely HPC2, HPC3 and HPC3+.
First, Table 1 summarizes the security guarantees, the latency and the randomness
complexity of these gadgets. Next, Table 2 provides the gate counts of the same gadgets.
Finally, we make these results more concrete by providing post-synthesis results in Table 3.
Overall, these results essentially confirm the high-level intuitions outlined in introduction.
Namely, gadgets with stronger security guarantees (e.g., PINI vs. O-PINI) or with lower
latency (e.g., HPC3+ vs. HPC4) are more expensive (in gates and in randomness).
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Table 1: High-level comparison of HPC AND gadgets.
Scheme Security w/ glitches Latency Randomness Field

HPC2 [CGLS21] PINI 1 & 2 d(d−1)
2 F2

HPC3 [KM22] PINI 1 d(d− 1) F2
HPC3+ [KM22] O-PINI 2 d2 − 1 F2

HPC4 [This] O-PINI 1 5d(d−1)
2 Arbitrary

Table 2: Gate counts of HPC AND gadgets (instantiated on F2).
Gadget ⊗ ⊕ NOT REG
HPC2 2d2 − d 3d2 − 3d d 4d2 − 2d
HPC3 2d2 − d 4d2 − 4d d 3d2 − 2d
HPC3+ 2d2 − d 4d2 − 3d d 3d2

HPC4 3d2 − 2d 6d2 − 6d 0 4d2 − 3d

We finally note that the HPC2 gadget of Algorithm 1 is insecure in larger fields than
F2 [CGLS21] while the HPC3 gadget of Algorithm 2 is only proven secure in F2 [KM22],
but it can be adapted to work in larger fields – see the recent [CGM+23].

4 Single-target implementations of Ascon
In this section, we move to the integration of the HPC4 (and other relevant) gadget(s) into
the single-target implementations reported in the upper part of Figure 1. Before diving
into the topic, we explain how we implemented the underlying permutation used in the
modes. We also discuss how higher-level design choices impact the security requirements
on the gadgets in use, and show that integrating the HPC3 gadget into a round-based
implementation of the Ascon permutation leads to leakage. With these preliminaries in
mind, we first consider a uniformly protected implementation targeting CIML2 for integrity
with leakage and CCAmL2 for confidentiality with leakage in Section 4.2, we then consider
a leveled implementation targeting CIML2 for integrity with leakage and CCAmL1 for
confidentiality with leakage in Section 4.3. We finally evaluate performances for such
implementations instantiated with the relevant gadgets in Section 4.4.

4.1 Implementations of the Ascon permutation
The Ascon AEAD is made of two permutations pa and pb that iteratively apply an SPN-
based round transformation p that consists of three steps : pC (a constant addition), pS

(a non-linear S-box layer) and pL (a linear diffusion layer). The mentioned permutations
pa and pb differ by the number of rounds and the initial round constant.

4.1.1 Unprotected implementations

We will use the following unprotected implementations:

• Round-based: a full transformation p is computed, then stored in a register to be
fed back to the transformation. This implementation computes one round per cycle.

• Unrolled: instead of computing a single transformation, one can use more physical
resources to implement u times the transformation p and perform u rounds per cycle.
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Table 3: Area comparison of HPC AND gadgets. Post-synthesis results for the NanGate 45
Open Cell Library obtained with Cadence Design Vision design toolchain.

Scheme d Latency [cycle] Randomness [bit] Area [GE]
2 2 1 86.6

HPC2 3 2 3 216
4 2 6 402.6
2 1 2 74.6

HPC3 3 1 6 177
4 1 12 330.6
2 2 3 89

HPC3+ 3 2 8 200
4 2 15 362.3
2 1 5 102.3

HPC4 3 1 15 260
4 1 30 487.3

p1
S

pC p2
S

pL

p

Sin p(Sin)

Figure 3: Masked Ascon primitive implementation: pc denotes the round constant addition,
ps denotes the substitution layer that is split between the operations prior to the AND
gate and the operations that use its output. For the operands that are not used in the
AND gate, it require a synchronization register. The linear layer pl is applied over the
state and p(Sin) designates a round of the Ascon permutation made over the state Sin.

We will next denote a round-based implementation as rb and an unrolled implementation
as unr-u where u is the number of round processed between two registers layers. These
unprotected implementations will be used in the message processing parts of the mode.

4.1.2 Protected implementations

We will use the following protected implementations:

• Round-based: as depicted in Figure 3, a protected round-based implementation
computes the same layers but take advantage of the register layer in the pS step.
Hence the substitution operation is split between the variables that are input to the
AND operation (p1

S) and the one that are computed with its output (p2
S).

• Serialized: in order to reduce the high cost of masked gadget (shown in Table 3) we
can leverage serialized implementations that trade latency for area by implementing
only a fraction of the required logic gates and looping over them.

We will next denote a round-based implementation (which, as will be shown next, can only
be implemented with HPC4) as rb. Our serialized implementation uses 16 S-boxes and
is implemented with HPC2, looping on an 80 bit states before merging them for the pL

transformation. We denote this implementation as unr. These protected implementations
will be used in the key derivation and tag generation parts of the mode.
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4.1.3 Insecurity of HPC3 in a round-based Ascon permutation

In section Section 3, we raised the theoretical concern that transitions can harm the
security of masked implementations. The HPC4 gadget offers strong security guarantees
even in this case, whereas the HPC3 gadget does not. As discussed in [CS21], this is not
always a problem and there are examples of (e.g., serial) architectures where transitions
do not compromise security. In this section, we nevertheless show that in the specific case
of single-cycle round-based architectures that is motivated by our low-latency goal, such
transitions lead to concrete weaknesses. For this purpose, we study the integration of the
HPC3 gadget in a round-based masked implementation of the Ascon permutation.

Informally, in such a round-based implementation of Ascon-p, the inputs and outputs of
the pS layer are not isolated by registers (see Figure 3). Therefore, when using gadgets that
are not robust against transitions, the extended probes can recombine over the same gadget
and lead to reduce the security order of the implementation. The HPC3 gadget, which is
only PINI and not O-PINI, is typically vulnerable to such leakages. We confirmed this issue
by using the PROLEAD tool [MM22] and analyzed the security of a toy implementation
where a single Ascon S-box is looping on itself. This provides a subset of the leakage that
a full Ascon implementation leads to and is already sufficient to identify critical leakage
with the HPC3 gadget. (We note that running the tool on the full Ascon is not possible
since the memory cost of the PROLEAD verification rapidly explodes in the presence of
extended probes that “touch” many bits). We tested the same round-based architecture
with HPC3 and HPC4 gadgets gadgets in the fixed vs. random setup with up to 2,500,000
simulations. Significant leakage was consistently flagged (during the second cycle of the
S-box computation) when using HPC3 gadgets, while the detection threshold (of 5) was
never reached when using HPC4 gadgets. We refer to [MMSS19, MKSM22] for in-depth
discussions of how such robust probing security issues translate into concrete attacks.

4.2 CIML2+CCAmL2 with uniform masking
This first implementation achieves the highest security level (i.e., a combination of CIML2
and CCAmL2) at the cost of having all its operations being uniformly protected with
masking. It is typically relevant when confidentility is required for a leaking decryption (e.g.,
which may be the case with software updates, movies or video games). This architecture
is described in Figure 4. We keep the same color code as in Figure 2: the blue color,
which reflects leaking operations that must be secure against DPA, is used everywhere.
We then instantiate the masked Ascon permutation with either a round-based (parallel)
HPC4-based implementation, since this is the architecture that best benefits from the
gadget’s low-latency features, or an 80-bit serialized HPC2-based implementation, since
the higher latency of this gadget is amortized in this serial architecture.

The mode was implemented carefully in order to avoid the introduction of architectural-
level leakages. In particular, the sensitive key additions are performed by muxing the key
with a vector made of zeros of the same size. This mux is controlled by a flag that passes
through a register in order to provide a clean edge and remove gliches. Another relevant
mechanism that is included in our designs is the possibility to stall the design. Such a
feature is usefull for applications where the data feed may not be synchronyzed with the
cryptographic core. This stalling module is located just before the data processing, so that
one can stall and directly unfreeze the design in order to process the data.

4.3 CIML2+CCAmL1 with leveling
This second implementation drops the CCAmL2 security requirement and only achieves
confidentiality with leakage in encryption (CCAmL1), while preserving the highest integrity
guarantees (CIML2). It corresponds to the leveled design of Figure 5 which, as reflected by
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Figure 4: Uniformly protected implementation ensuring CIML2 and CCAmL2.
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Figure 5: Leveled implementation ensuring CIML2 and CCAmL1.

the green color, leverages weaker (SPA) protections for the permutations used during the
message processing (the key derivation and tag generation still require DPA protections).

Informally, the protected permutation processes the initial state to produce a fresh
ephemeral key which is forwarded to the unprotected permutation. The unprotected
permutation then loops over until the data is fully absorbed, and the final state is fed to
the protected primitive again, to generate the tag. The masked permutation is the same
as previously described (instantiated with HPC2 or HPC4 gadgets). The unprotected core
achieves SPA security through a parrallel hardware implementation. As a result, this part
of the implementation can be unrolled in order to achieve a lower latency.

4.4 Performance evaluation
We implemented the different single-target Ascon architectures in the NanGate 45 Open
Cell Library, for designs synthetized using the Cadence Design Vision toolchain. Area
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Figure 6: Single-target implementations: area comparisons.

comparisons are depicted in Figure 6. For completeness, we additionally report the exact
gate counts (in kilo-gate equivalent) in Appendix A, Table 6. As for the latencies of the
modes, they are depicted on Figure 7 and we also provide the explicit equations.
First, when using a uniformly protected implementation, we have:

Lu(m) = 24c+
⌈
m+ 1

64

⌉
∗ 6c, (2)

which gives the latency of the mode of operation when encrypting an m-bit message,
where c = 6 cycles if using HPC2-ser gadgets and c = 1 cycle if using HPC4-r.b. gadgets.
Next, when using a leveled implementation, we have:

Ll(m) = 24 ∗ c+
⌈
m+ 1

64

⌉
∗ 6
u
, (3)

where u is the number of rounds computed in one clock cycle for the unprotected imple-
mentation used in the message processing part of the mode. Similarly to the uniform case,
c = 6 cycles (resp., c = 1 cycle) when using HPC2-ser (resp., HPC4-r.b.) gadgets for the
key derivation and tag generation parts of the authenticated encryption mode.
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Figure 7: Single-target implementations: latency comparisons.

These evaluations confirm the intuitive recommendations outlined in introduction
(Figure 1). In the uniformly protected implementation case, HPC2 is less expensive
than HPC4 but implies significant latency overheads. In the leveled case, unrolling the
unprotected implementation provides significant latency gains while the choice between
HPC2 and HPC4 provides a cost vs. latency tradeoff. Overall, leveling comes at limited
area cost and is therefore relevant in case only CCAmL1 security is needed.

Comparison with state of the art implementations. The work in [GIB18] reports
an area of 42.75 kGE and consumes 2048 bits of randomness per cycle for a uniformly pro-
tected implementation. Our uniformly protected implementation with HPC4 requires and
area of 46.66 kGE and consumes 1600 bits of randomness per cycle. In term of latency, they
both achieve one round per cycle (see the continuous blue line on Figure 7). We therefore
achieve similar performances while provably avoiding the flaws put forward in [MMSS19].
The work in [VCS22] proposes a leveled implementation where the key derivation and tag
generation function are instantiated with 80-bit serialized implementations using HPC2
gadgets, while the message is processed by a round-based unprotected implementation.
Their reported area is 43 kGE while we achieve 31.5 kGE for a similar architecture using
similar latencies (see the dashed red line on Figure 7). We additionally offer the possibility
to unrol the unprotected implementation. These comparisons are summarized in Table 4.

5 Multi-target implementations
In this section, we move the the integration of the HPC4 (and other relevant) gadget(s)
into the multi-target implementations reported in the lower part of Figure 1. These imple-
mentations provide a run-time selection between two modes: either CIML2 and CCAmL2
security with uniform protection or CIML2 and CCAmL1 security with leveled protection.
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Table 4: Comparison between the state of the art and our proposed solutions.
Reference Architectures Area (kGE) Latency (cycle for specified blocks)

1 4 10
[VCS22] (HPC2-ser, r.b.) 43 150 168 204
This 31.5 150 168 204

[GIB18] GLM 42.75 30 48 84
This HPC4-r.b. 46.66 30 48 84
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Figure 8: Multi-target implementation with partial resource sharing.

We propose two such implementations. The first one, described Section 5.1, instantiates
one masked permutation (used for both modes) and a non-protected permutation which
enables high throughput in the leveled mode. The other one, described in Section 5.2,
instantiates a single masked permutation unit that can operate in a non-protected way, by
clock gating most of its state, thereby saving energy in the CIML2+CCAmL1 mode. We
finally evaluate performances for such implementations in Section 5.3.

5.1 Partial resource sharing with unrolling
We first design a multi-target implementation with an architecture similar to the leveled
implementation of Section 4.3. It is represented in Figure 8 and mixes the two target
security levels of the previous section with both a masked and an unprotected permutation.
This implementation requires additional resources due to the control logic needed to
interconnect the primitives. Its main advantage is to maintain the possibility to unroll the
unprotected permutation, in order to improve the latency. The masked permutation also
offers some flexibility, since it can be instantiated with HPC2 or HPC4 gadgets.

5.2 Full resource sharing without unrolling
We next push the resource sharing the previous implementation even further, by exploiting
specific properties of the HPC4 gagdet. The main idea of this last architecture is to reuse
the same (low-latency) masked permutation for both the DPA-protected and SPA-protected
parts of the implementation, in order to reduce the area requirements while keeping the
energy gains of a leveled implementation when only CCAmL1 is required for confidentiality
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Figure 9: Multi-target implementation with full resource sharing.

with leakage (since the making’s randomness can then be frozen during the message
processing). This optimization comes at the cost of being limited to a single-cycle round
architecture in this case as well (hence removing the possibility to unroll the unprotected
permutation as in the partial sharing case). Such a design is depicted in Figure 9.

Concretely, this last design computes the SPA-protected permutation using the DPA-
protected one by clock gating d− 1 bits of each sharing and keeping the last bit running
with the value on which to aim to compute. This is directly achievable for affine operations
(i.e., it only require to coherently use the selected index), but requires a slight modification
of HPC4 to perform the AND gate. Indeed, since the masked gadet mixes different shares,
it is not possible to just ignore the other shares. To solve this issue, d− 1 output shares of
the HPC4 gadget are set to 0, while the last share forwards the already existing AND gate
performed over xiyi. This modified AND gate design is represented on Figure 10.

5.3 Performance evaluation

We implemented different multi-target Ascon architectures in the NanGate 45 Open
Cell Library, for designs synthetized using the Cadence Design Vision toolchain. Area
comparisons are depicted in Figure 11. For completeness, we additionally report the exact
gate counts (in kilo-gate equivalent) in Appendix A, Table 7. Latencies are the same as in
Equation 2 and Equation 3. It should however be noted that the shared implementation
cannot be unrolled and its latency is calculated by considering only u = 1.

The area figures essentially suggest that the overheads of a multi-target design (over
a single-target one) are limited. For example, the full resource sharing option allows us
to reduce the 2-share design area to 58 [kGE]. It additionally offers the possibility to
perform an unprotected Ascon operation (e.g., for hashing). However we note that the
mild overhead of a partially shared implementation comes with the capacity to unroll the
unprotected implementation, leading to significant gains in latency.

This table depicts an interesting part of Ascon’s design space. From a cost-performance
point of view, two sweetspots clearly emerge, with an expensive but cycle-efficient Ascon-
HPC4 and an area-efficient but more cycle-intensive Ascon-HPC2. Overall, we believe
the mix of implementations in this and the previous section nicely reflect Ascon’s good
implementation features and can cover a wide range of applications.
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Figure 10: HPC4 gate adapted for sharing (examplary example for d = 2).
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Figure 11: Multi-target implementations: area comparisons.
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6 Randomness generation
Our evaluations so far excluded the cost of randomness generation. In this section,
we therefore complete our investigations by analyzing this part of the implementation
figures. For this purpose, we use the Trivium stream cipher which, as recently discussed
in [CMM+23], provides a good tradeoff between strong masking randomness that should
not weaken the security of the implementations and good performances.

Starting with generalities, we observe that since the cost of the PRNG is directly
related to the amount of randomness required, the corresponding overheads will be the
same for single- and multi-target designs, and depend on the underlying architecture of
the protected primitive (serialized/round-based) and its masking scheme (HPC2/HPC4).

More concretely, for d = 2 (resp., d = 3, 4), the (serial) HPC2 implementation of the
Ascon permutation requires 80 (resp., 240, 480) bits per cycle, for which a single (resp.,
two, four) Trivium instance(s), each one enabling to unroll up to 128 bits, is sufficient. By
contrast, the (round-based, parallel) HPC4 one requires 1600 (resp., 4800, 9600) bits for
d = 2 (resp., d = 3, 4), which requires 13 (resp., 38, 75) Trivium instances.

We implemented a selection of the previously presented designs using HPC2 and HPC4
gadgets in the NanGate 45 Open Cell Library, using the Cadence Design Vision toolchain.
Area comparisons are depicted in Figure 12. For completeness, we additionally report
the exact gate counts (in kilo-gate equivalent) in Appendix A, Table 8. Latencies are
(again) the same as given by Equation 2 and Equation 3. Overall, these additional results
essentially amplify the previous observations. HPC4-based implementations remain the
most adequate when low-latency is the main design goal. Yet, their excellent performances
come with significant area and, as shown in this section, randomness overheads – the
optimization of which is an important open problem that we extend in conclusions.

7 Other applications
As argued in introduction, Ascon is a timely target for implementations with HPC4 gadgets:
it is being standardized by the NIST and has good features for side-channel security, both
in terms of latency and leveling opportunities. In this section, we briefly discuss additional
primitives that can benefit from HPC4 gadgets. We start with other low-latency ciphers in
Section 7.1 and follow with iterative AND computations that can be used by authenticated
encryption schemes or even post-quantum (public-key) cryptographic algorithms.

7.1 Low-latency ciphers

Among the cipher using quadratic substitution layers, one illustration is Keccak
and the SHA-3 standard, of which the permutation shares the low-latency features of
Ascon. We give results for the (most standard) 1600-bit version SHA3-512. Another one
is the authenticated encryption mode Ketje which is derived from Keccak (see https:
//keccak.team/ketje.html), which is more comparable to Ascon, but does not benefit
from its strong model-level security guarantees. We give results for the 400-bit version
Ketje Sr (which has a size close to Ascon). Our area (in kilo-gate equivalent) and latency
results for uniformly protected implementations of these algorithms are in Table 5. Other
examples can be found in the literature, like the Gimli permutation [BKL+17].

7.2 Iterative AND reduction
The computation of the conjuction of many bits, also known as the “AND reduction” of
a vector of bits, appears in many cryptographic algorithms, for example when verifying

https://keccak.team/ketje.html
https://keccak.team/ketje.html
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Figure 12: Examplary implementations with randomness generation: area comparisons.

Table 5: Performance characteristic for low-latency uniformly implementations of Ascon,
SHA3-512 and Ketje Sr using HPC4 gadgets: area in [kGE] and latency results for 1, 4
and 10 blocks of 576 bits (the specified block size of SHA-512).

d Primitive Area (kGE) Latency (in cycle to process the amount of bits)
576 2034 5760

2
SHA3-512 207.7 48 192 480
Ketje-SR 50.3 39 85 201
Ascon 45.8 78 216 564

3
SHA3-512 594 48 192 480
Ketje-SR 118 39 85 201
Ascon 100 78 216 564

4
SHA3-512 1072.5 48 192 480
Ketje-SR 215.8 39 85 201
Ascon 179 78 216 564
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Figure 13: Iterative AND architecture.

a tag of an AE or when verifying component-wise properties of vectors in lattice-based
cryptography (e.g., this happens for ciphertext equality checks in Kyber [ABD+19] or for
norm checks in Dilithium [DKL+18]). In both cases, leakage on the AND reduction can
lead to security issues requiring masking [BMPS21, UXT+22, ABC+23].5 Therefore, these
algorithms require verifying that all the bits of two η-bit vectors v and v′ are identical,
without leaking about these bits. For this purpose, a standard option is to compute the
difference x = v ⊕ v′ and to output the conjunction of this difference to test equality.

Figure 13 depicts a simple architecture to perform this computation at a rate of one
bit of x per cycle. The MUX selects the sharing of 1 to reset (s = 1) for one clock cycle,
then activates the loop (s = 0) to iteratively process the AND with x’s bits afterward.
The throughput of this circuit can be increased by adding a pre-processing pipeline circuit
connected to the input x that computes the AND of a chunk of the input bit vector. Due
to its single-cycle interative architecture, this implementation may exhibit composition
issues when the AND gadget is not O-PINI, leading to lower-order leakage on the value of
the accumulator bit, that is, on the conjunction of a subset of the bits of x.

As a first step towards demonstrating that HPC4 gadgets fix concrete leakages that
HPC3 gadgets can lead to in non-pipeline designs, we show in Appendix A that the design
of Figure 13 leads to exploitable leakage when instantiated with HPC3 gadgets, that vanish
if we make the design pipeline or replace the HPC3 gadgets by HPC4 ones.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated low-latency implementations of the Ascon cipher that ensure
side-channel security in the presence of glitches and transitions. For this purpose, we
introduced a new single-cycle gadget that can implement a secure AND gate in this
setting, while existing solutions required at least two cycles. We then evaluated how to
integrate this (and other relevant) gadgets in implementations of Ascon offering different
tradeoffs between security and performance, which enable taking advantage of the interplay
between mode-level and primitive-level countermeasures. We hope these investigations
can better highlight the interesting features of lightweigth cryptographic algorithms like
Ascon in order to provide high side-channel security levels at acceptable cost. We also
expect these investigations to shed a light over the possibility offered by the Hardware
Private Circuits to achieve low-latency with Ascon and other ciphers. As usual for such
investigations, further improving performance figures remains an important scope for
further research. In particular we believe that the cost of randomness can become a
bottleneck for higher-order masked implementations. As a result, investigating how to
boost these results is an important next step. Interestingly, and besides gains at the gadget
level that could be obtained, design-specific optimizations enabling randomness re-use have
already been introduced in the literature [FPS17, BDZ20, FKS+22], and are therefore
promising candidates for combination with HPC4 or improvements thereof.

5 In the AE case, leakage-resilient tag verification can serve as alternative [BPPS17, DM21].
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A Results displayed as table

Table 6: Performance characteristics of the proposed single-target implementations: area
in [kGE] for three masking orders and the proposed implementations.

d Architectures Area (kGE)

2

Uniform(HPC2-ser) 23.7
Leveled(HPC2-ser, r.b.) 31.6
Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-2) 34.8

Uniform(HPC4-r.b.) 45.8
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 54
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-2) 57.2

3

Uniform(HPC2-ser) 42
Leveled(HPC2-ser, r.b.) 47.8
Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-2) 51.2

Uniform(HPC4-r.b.) 100
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 103
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-2) 107

4

Uniform(HPC2-ser) 64.8
Leveled(HPC2-ser, r.b.) 69
Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-2) 72.2

Uniform(HPC4-r.b.) 179.1
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 180.6
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-2) 183.9

Table 7: Performance characteristics of the proposed multi-target implementations: area
in [kGE] for three masking orders and the proposed implementations.

d Architectures Area (kGE)

2

Leveled(HPC2-ser, r.b.) 31.6
Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-2) 34.8
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 54
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-2) 57.2

Integrated Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 57.9

3

Leveled(HPC2-ser, r.b.) 47.8
Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-2) 51.2
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 103
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-2) 107

Integrated Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 120.9

4

Leveled(HPC2-ser, r.b.) 69
Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-2) 72.2
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 180.6
Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-2) 183.9

Integrated Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 211.1
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Table 8: Performance characteristics of implementations considering randomness genera-
tion: area in [kGE] for three masking orders and the proposed implementations.

d Architectures Area (kGE)

2

Single Target Uniform(HPC2-ser) 29.3
Single Target Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-3) 42.7

Single Target Uniform(HPC4-r.b.) 121.3
Single Target Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-3) 136
Multi Target Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-3) 56.5
Multi Target Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-3) 144.8

Multi Target Integrated Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 133.3

3

Single Target Uniform(HPC2-ser) 53.9
Single Target Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-3) 66

Single Target Uniform(HPC4-r.b.) 326.5
Single Target Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-3) 340.5
Multi Target Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-3) 80.4
Multi Target Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-3) 354.2

Multi Target Integrated Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 346.2

4

Single Target Uniform(HPC2-ser) 88.4
Single Target Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-3) 98.4

Single Target Uniform(HPC4-r.b.) 630.6
Single Target Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-3) 653
Multi Target Leveled(HPC2-ser, unr-3) 118.4
Multi Target Leveled(HPC4-r.b., unr-3) 672.1

Multi Target Integrated Leveled(HPC4-r.b., r.b.) 665

B Practical experimentations
In this additional section, we make a first step towards (i) empirically confirming the
practical relevance of the glitch- and transition-robust probing model, and (ii) demonstrat-
ing that HPC4 gadgets indeed offer stronger side-channel security guarantees than HPC3
ones in the context of non-pipeline circuits. For this purpose, and similarly to [MKSM22],
which also analyzed the glitch- and transition-robust probing model, we implement the
circuit of Figure 13 with HPC3 and HPC4 AND gadgets at the first security order.

We performed a Fix-versus-Random Test Vector Leakage Assessment (TVLA) [GJJR11].
The evaluation was carried out on the Spartan-6 FPGA of a SAKURA-G board, measuring
the supply current with a Tektronix CT1 probe, a Picoscope 6000E with a 500 MS/s
sampling rate (12-bit resolution), and a target clock frequency of 6 MHz.

We considered three case studies. The first one is an implementation of the AND
reduction using the iterative design of Figure 13 instantiated with an HPC3 gadget. The
second one is the same design instantiated with an HPC4 gadget. The third one uses the
same circuit as the first one, but keeps s = 0 so that the mux is controlled by a stable value
and the output of the AND gadget is never fed back to its input. This makes the circuit
effectively run as a pipeline (hence removing transitions between dependent variables).

The results are shown in Figure 14, leading to two main conclusions. First, the
integration of HPC3 gadgets in the iterative design indeed leads to a first-order flaw.
Second, this flaw vanishes if either the HPC3 gadget is replaced by a HPC4 gadget or
if the design is run as a pipeline. The empirical evaluations are therefore in line with
the theoretical results obtained within the glitch- and transition-extended robust probing
model. Despite the general difficulty to interpret the origin of physical leakage with such
preliminary tests, they at least do not suggest that the model is overly conservative from
a qualitative viewpoint. Determining whether the lower-order leakages that we spot for
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Figure 14: Acquired traces and first-order fixed vs. random t-test over time (10M traces).
Left: iterative design of Figure 13 instantiated with HPC3 gadgets. Middle: same design
instantiated with HPC4 gadgets. Right: same as left, but keeping s = 0.

the simple design of Figure 13 can be efficiently exploited in large designs as the ones
presented in Sections 4 or 5 is an interesting scope for further investigations.
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